
get rid of the nonuseful substances produced
during digestion and metabolism. Several organ
systems participate in excretion. For example, the
digestive system rids the body of indigestible
food residues in feces, and the urinary system
disposes of nitrogen-containing metabolic wastes
in urine.

Reproduction
Reproduction, the production of offspring, can
occur on the cellular or organismal level. In cellu-
lar reproduction, the original cell divides, produc-
ing two identical daughter cells that may then be
used for body growth or repair. Reproduction of
the human organism, or making a whole new per-
son, is the task of the organs of the reproductive
system, which produce sperm and eggs. When a
sperm unites with an egg, a fertilized egg forms,
which then develops into a bouncing baby within
the mother’s body. The function of the reproduc-
tive system is exquisitely regulated by hormones of
the endocrine system.

Growth
Growth is an increase in size, usually accom-
plished by an increase in the number of cells. For
growth to occur, cell-constructing activities must
occur at a faster rate than cell-destroying ones.

Survival Needs
The goal of nearly all body systems is to maintain
life. However, life is extraordinarily fragile and re-
quires that several factors be available. These fac-
tors, which we will call survival needs, include nu-
trients (food), oxygen, water, and appropriate
temperature and atmospheric pressure.

Nutrients, taken in via the diet, contain the
chemicals used for energy and cell building. Car-
bohydrates are the major energy-providing fuel for
body cells. Proteins and, to a lesser extent, fats are
essential for building cell structures. Fats also cush-
ion body organs and provide reserve fuel. Minerals
and vitamins are required for the chemical reac-
tions that go on in cells and for oxygen transport in
the blood.

All the nutrients in the world are useless unless
oxygen is also available, because the chemical
reactions that release energy from foods require
oxygen. Approximately 20 percent of the air we
breathe is oxygen. It is made available to the blood

and body cells by the cooperative efforts of the
respiratory and cardiovascular systems.

Water accounts for 60 to 80 percent of body
weight. It is the single most abundant chemical
substance in the body and provides the fluid base
for body secretions and excretions. Water is ob-
tained chiefly from ingested foods or liquids and is
lost from the body by evaporation from the lungs
and skin and in body excretions.

For good health, body temperature must be
maintained at around 37°C (98°F). As body tem-
perature drops below this point, metabolic reac-
tions become slower and slower and finally stop.
When body temperature is too high, chemical re-
actions proceed too rapidly, and body proteins be-
gin to break down. At either extreme, death
occurs. Most body heat is generated by the activity
of the skeletal muscles.

The force exerted on the surface of the body
by the weight of air is referred to as atmospheric
pressure. Breathing and the exchange of oxygen
and carbon dioxide in the lungs depend on appro-
priate atmospheric pressure. At high altitudes,
where the air is thin and atmospheric pressure is
lower, gas exchange may be too low to support
cellular metabolism.

The mere presence of these survival factors is
not sufficient to maintain life. They must be pres-
ent in appropriate amounts as well; excesses and
deficits may be equally harmful. For example, the
food ingested must be of high quality and in
proper amounts; otherwise, nutritional disease,
obesity, or starvation is likely.

Homeostasis
When you really think about the fact that your
body contains trillions of cells in nearly constant
activity, and that remarkably little usually goes
wrong with it, you begin to appreciate what a mar-
velous machine your body really is. The word
homeostasis (ho�me-o-sta�sis) describes the
body’s ability to maintain relatively stable internal
conditions even though the outside world is con-
tinuously changing. Although the literal translation
of homeostasis is “unchanging” (homeo � the
same; stasis � standing still), the term does not re-
ally mean an unchanging state. Instead, it indicates
a dynamic state of equilibrium, or a balance in
which internal conditions change and vary but al-
ways within relatively narrow limits.
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In general, the body demonstrates homeostasis
when its needs are being adequately met and it is
functioning smoothly. Virtually every organ system
plays a role in maintaining the constancy of the
internal environment. Adequate blood levels of vital
nutrients must be continuously present, and heart
activity and blood pressure must be constantly mon-
itored and adjusted so that the blood is propelled
with adequate force to reach all body tissues. Addi-
tionally, wastes must not be allowed to accumulate,
and body temperature must be precisely controlled.

Homeostatic Control Mechanisms
Communication within the body is essential for
homeostasis and is accomplished chiefly by the
nervous and endocrine systems, which use electrical

signals delivered by nerves or bloodborne hor-
mones, respectively, as information carriers. The
details of how these two regulating systems operate
are the subjects of later chapters, but the basic char-
acteristics of the neural and hormonal control sys-
tems that promote homeostasis will be explained
here.

Regardless of the factor or event being regu-
lated (this is called the variable), all homeostatic
control mechanisms have at least three components
(Figure 1.4). The first component is a receptor.
Essentially, it is some type of sensor that monitors
and responds to changes in the environment. It re-
sponds to such changes, called stimuli, by sending
information (input) to the second element, the
control center. Information flows from the receptor
to the control center along the afferent pathway. (It
may help to remember that information traveling
along the afferent pathway approaches the control
center.)
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FIGURE 1.4 The elements of a homeostatic control system.

Communication between the receptor, control center, and effector is
essential for normal operation of the system.
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The control center, which determines the
level (set point) at which a variable is to be main-
tained, analyzes the information it receives and
then determines the appropriate response or
course of action.

The third component is the effector, which
provides the means for the control center’s re-
sponse (output) to the stimulus. Information flows
from the control center to the effector along the
efferent pathway. (Efferent information exits from
the control center.) The results of the response
then feed back to influence the stimulus, either by
depressing it (negative feedback) so that the whole
control mechanism is shut off or by enhancing it
(positive feedback) so that the reaction continues
at an even faster rate.

Most homeostatic control mechanisms are
negative feedback mechanisms. In such sys-
tems, the net effect of the response to the stimulus
is to shut off the original stimulus or reduce its in-
tensity. A frequently used example of a negative
feedback system is a home heating system con-
nected to a thermostat. In this situation, the ther-
mostat contains both the receptor and the control
center. If the thermostat is set at 20°C (68°F), the
heating system (effector) will be triggered ON
when the house temperature drops below that set-
ting. As the furnace produces heat, the air is
warmed. When the temperature reaches 20°C or
slightly higher, the thermostat sends a signal to shut
off the furnace. Your body “thermostat,” located in
a part of your brain called the hypothalamus, oper-
ates in a similar way to regulate body temperature.
Other negative feedback mechanisms regulate
heart rate, blood pressure, breathing rate, and
blood levels of glucose, oxygen, carbon dioxide,
and minerals.

Because they tend to increase the original dis-
turbance (stimulus) and to push the variable
farther from its original value, positive feedback
mechanisms are rare in the body. Typically these
mechanisms control infrequent events that occur
explosively and do not require continuous adjust-
ments. Blood clotting and the birth of a baby are
the most familiar examples of positive feedback
mechanisms.

Homeostatic Imbalance
Homeostasis is so important that most dis-

ease can be regarded as a result of its disturbance, a

condition called homeostatic imbalance. As we
age, our body organs become less efficient, and our
internal conditions become less and less stable.
These events place us at an increasing risk for ill-
ness and produce the changes we associate with
aging.

Examples of homeostatic imbalance will be pro-
vided throughout this book to enhance your under-
standing of normal physiological mechanisms. These
homeostatic imbalance sections are preceded by the
symbol to alert you that an abnormal condition is
being described. ▲

The Language of Anatomy
Learning about the body is exciting, but our in-
terest sometimes dwindles when we are con-
fronted with the terminology of anatomy and
physiology. Let’s face it. You can’t just pick up an
anatomy and physiology book and read it as
though it were a novel. Unfortunately, confusion
is inevitable without specialized terminology. For
example, if you are looking at a ball, “above” al-
ways means the area over the top of the ball.
Other directional terms can also be used consis-
tently because the ball is a sphere. All sides and
surfaces are equal. The human body, of course,
has many protrusions and bends. Thus, the ques-
tion becomes: Above what? To prevent misun-
derstanding, anatomists have accepted a set of
terms that allow body structures to be located
and identified clearly with just a few words. This
language of anatomy is presented and explained
next.

Anatomical Position
To accurately describe body parts and position, we
must have an initial reference point and use direc-
tional terms. To avoid confusion, it is always as-
sumed that the body is in a standard position
called the anatomical position. It is important to
understand this position because most body termi-
nology used in this book refers to this body posi-
tioning regardless of the position the body happens
to be in. The face-front diagrams in Figure 1.5 and
Table 1.1 illustrate the anatomical position. As you
can see, the body is erect with the feet parallel and
the arms hanging at the sides with the palms facing
forward.
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